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Abstract: In the development of embedded systems, driver design is one of its core technologies. In the driver design, Linux
driver occupies an important position. For the design of Linux driver, platform model is an important driver design method
which is introduced after Linux 2.6. This paper first introduces the driving principle and architecture of Linux platform model,
and describes the device, driver and device registration and unloading of the platform model in detail. Then, the driver code of
watchdog platform in Linux kernel is analyzed. Finally, taking the embedded development environment tiny4412 as an
example, a driver design example of Linux platform is given. The platform driver architecture has the characteristics of reusing
framework code, strong independence of device resources and drivers, simple code, unified kernel interface, easy maintenance
and expansion. In the development of specific drivers, we only need to focus on keeping the underlying device operation
function set corresponding one by one with the kernel interface provided by the driver structure, and ensuring device.name and
driver.name consistent, and making the platform device registered in the kernel space before the platform driver, which can
make the driver run well and stably, greatly reduce the work intensity and shorten the development time of new products.
Compared with the traditional device driver mechanism, the Linux platform driver mechanism registers the resources of the
device into the kernel which is managed by the kernel, and driver uses these resources by applying standard interface provided
by platform_device, which improves the independence of driver and resource management, and has better portability and
security. The developing test shows that the driver based on this architecture has good portability, maintainability and
scalability.
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1. Introduction
Device driver is a collection of functions and data
structures. Its purpose is to implement an interface for
managing devices. The kernel uses this interface to
request the driver to control the device. With the
continuous progress of technology, the number of
devices supported by the system is increasing, the
topology of the system is becoming more and more
complex, and the support requirements for plug and play
are also higher and higher. Device drivers based on
Linux [1] have a wide range of development
applications, such as developing real-time applications
[2], embedded SCADA and RFID systems [3], Linux
Optimization Technique [4], non-contact infection

screening systems [5], keyboard driver [6], GPIB
instrument [7], PCI synchronous clock card [8], CAN
driver [9], HI3210 driver [10], USB card reader [11],
numerical control system [12], sensor equipment [13]
etc.
The traditional device driver design is difficult to meet the
needs of this situation, so a new driver management and
registration mechanism based on platform is introduced into
Linux 2.6 kernel. Platform is a kind of virtual bus, which is
used to connect SOC integrated resources to CPU bus in
embedded system. It uses the object-oriented idea to
complete the abstraction from device driver to bus and core
layer.
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On Linux in the platform, bus, device and driver are
called bus device driver model, that is, a framework is
designed for the same kind of equipment. The core layer of
the framework realizes some common functions of this kind
of device, and the programmer does not need to implement
it by himself. The separation of driver and device makes the
writing of host controller driver and peripheral driver
parallel, and they are no longer related to each other,
realizing the idea of layering and separation, so as to
improve the independence and portability of the driver. Bus
binds the device and driver to the system every time it
registers a device, it will automatically find the matching
driver. Similarly, when registering a driver, it will
automatically find the matching device. Therefore, the
automation degree of device and driver matching is
improved, so as to the efficiency of driver development is
improved. Because of the advantages of Linux platform,
most of the drivers in Linux 2.6 kernel are rewritten
according to the platform mechanism.
This paper first introduces the driving principle and
architecture of Linux platform model, and describes the
device, driver and device registration and unloading of the
platform model in detail. Then, the driver code of watchdog
platform in Linux kernel is analyzed. Finally, taking the
embedded development environment tiny4412 as an
example, a driver design example of Linux platform is
given.

2. Principle and Architecture of Linux
Platform Driver
2.1. Linux Platform
After Linux version 2.6, the platform model was
introduced, which has three concepts: hardware information
(device), software algorithm (driver), and platform
(platform). [14]
Hardware information (device): refers to which GPIO
Interface, which interrupting number (IRQ), which physical
memory and other hardware resources are occupied by the
driver.
Driver: it refers to the software algorithm driven, such as
filtering algorithm, Fourier transform and other classical
algorithms. Its main function is control, operation and other
functions.
Platform bus: it is a virtual bus, and there is no real wire.
Its function is to match whether the name of device and
driver is the same. If they are the same, the probe function in
driver will be executed.
When designing drivers based on platform model, device
and driver are often written in different source files and
described with different structures. After being registered into
the kernel, the platform bus will match the relationship
between them according to whether their name members are
the same. [15]
Linux Platform is as shown in Figure 1. [16-17]

Figure 1. Linux Platform.

In Linux 2.6 kernel, the general process of developing
underlying driver through platform mechanism is: (1) define
platform_device; (2) register platform_device; (3) define
platform_driver; (4) register platform_driver. The function
entry point provided by the device driver is defined by the
platform_driver which explains to the system. User develops
his own device driver to realize the function interface in the
structure of platform driver according to the function of the
driver. [18-19]
2.2. Describing the Device of a Platform Device
In the Linux platform model, the following structure is
commonly used to describe a device:
struct platform_device { // platform bus device
const char * name; // The name of the platform device. Use
this as the basis for matching
int id; // When the device name conflicts with other
devices, ID is used to distinguish them
struct device dev; // Built in device structure
u32 num_resources; // Number of resource structures
struct resource * resource; // Pointer to the resource
structure array
const struct platform_device_id *id_entry; // ID used to
match the device driver_Table
struct pdev_archdata archdata; //Additional parameters can
be added
};
The resource structure is described as follows:
struct resource { // Resource structure
resource_size_t start; // The starting value of the resource
resource_size_t end; // End value of the resource
const char *name; // Resource name
unsigned long flags; // The identification of resources used
to identify different resources
struct resource *parent, *sibling, *child; // Resource
pointer, can form a linked list
};
2.3. Describing the Driver of a Platform Device
In the Linux platform model, the following structure is
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commonly used to describe a driver:
struct platform_driver {
int (*probe)(struct platform_device *); // Probe function
pointer. When the match is successful, the function pointed to
by this pointer will be triggered;
int (*remove)(struct platform_device *); // Unload
function. When either device or driver is deleted, the function
pointed to by this pointer will be triggered;
void (*shutdown)(struct platform_device *); // Close the
device function. When the device receives the shutdown
command, the function pointed to by this pointer will be
triggered;
int (*suspend)(struct platform_device *, pm_message_t
state);// Sleep function: when the device receives the sleep
command, the function pointed to by this pointer will be
triggered;
int (*resume)(struct platform_device *); // Wake up
function: when the device is awakened from sleep, the
function pointed to by this pointer will be triggered;
struct device_driver driver; // Built in device_ Driver
structure;
const struct platform_device_id *id_table; //List of devices
supported by the device driver;
};
2.4. Register / Uninstall Device Functions
int platform_driver_register(struct platform_driver *); //
Register driver with platform;
void platform_driver_unregister(struct platform_driver *);
// Unload the driver from the platform;
int platform_device_register(struct platform_device *); //
Register device with platform;
void platform_device_unregister(struct platform_device
*); // Uninstall device from platform;
When we don't need the device driver, we can delete it
from the bus to save memory space, because the memory
resource of embedded system is very precious.
In short, the advantages of the platform model are as
follows: when the driver needs to be transplanted to another
platform, only the device part needs to be modified, and the
driver part does not need to be modified. Because the register
address and interrupt number of the driver part are obtained
through device, the portability of the driver becomes very
strong, and the product development cycle will be greatly
reduced.

3. Bus Driver Code Analysis of Linux
Kernel Watchdog Platform
Tiny4412's watchdog driver is designed based on the
platform model. It is divided into two parts, one is device, the
other is driver, of which is written in two source files.
It is worth noting that they use a large number of
precompiled macro definitions here to facilitate menuconfig
configuration and remove or add different functions.
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3.1. The Section of Tiny4412 Watchdog Device
Source codes are displayed as following:
#ifdef CONFIG_S3C_DEV_WDT
static struct resource s3c_wdt_resource [] = {
[0] = DEFINE_RES_MEM(S3C_PA_WDT, SZ_1K),
[1] = DEFINE_RES_IRQ(IRQ_WDT),
};
struct platform_device s3c_device_wdt = {
.name= "s3c2410-wdt",
.id= -1,
.num_resources= ARRAY_SIZE(s3c_wdt_resource),
.resource= s3c_wdt_resource,
};
The codes are parsed as follows:
There are two kinds of hardware resources in the arrays
3c_wdt_resource:
Register address: S3C_PA_WDT is the base address of the
register watchdog, its value is 0x10060000
Interrupt number: IRQ_WDT is Interrupt macro definition,
its value is 75
Only some members of the platform_device structure are
initialized in the device section:
The value of the name member is initialized to "S3C2410
WDT", and the platform bus will match based on it;
Id is set to - 1 here, which means you don't care about
repetition;
Num_resources uses an array _size macro, which is used
to calculate the number of array elements;
Resource points to s3c_wdt_resource, that is, the physical
address of the watchdog register;
Then
s3c_wdt_resource
was
put
into
the
smdk4x12_devices array, and then the system sets the
smdk4x12_ devices registered uniformly with device;
3.2. The Section of Tiny4412 Watchdog Driver
Source codes are displayed as following:
static struct platform_driver s3c2410wdt_driver = {
.probe = s3c2410wdt_probe,
.remove= __devexit_p(s3c2410wdt_remove),
.shutdown= s3c2410wdt_shutdown,
.suspend= s3c2410wdt_suspend,
.resume= s3c2410wdt_resume,
.driver= {
.owner= THIS_MODULE,
.name = "s3c2410-wdt",
.of_match_table= of_match_ptr(s3c2410_wdt_match),
},
};
The codes are parsed as follows:
The driver section is based on the value of driver.name as
the basis for matching. After observing the previous devices,
we know that their names are the same. Therefore, the
matching is successful and S3C2410 WDT Probe function is
executed, in which the initialization is completed to activate
watchdog.
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4. Design Example of Bus Driver on
Linux Platform
In actual project, we can refer to the platform model for
driver design, which can greatly shorten the time cycle of
project migration. Taking the embedded development
environment tiny4412 as an example in the project, a driver
design example of Linux platform is given. There are two
parts in Linux platform driver design: device section and
driver section, which are shown as follows.
4.1. Device Section
Source codes are displayed as follows:
struct resource led_res [] = {
[0] = {
.start = 442,
.end = 442,
.flags = IORESOURCE_IRQ,
.name = "key1 irq"
},
[1] = {
.start = 0x110002e0, //starting adress of gpm4con
.end = 0x110002e7, //end adress of gpm4con,
.flags = IORESOURCE_MEM, // The type of resource is
physical memory
.name = " GPM4CON ",
},
};
struct platform_device led_device = {
.name = "tiny4412_led", // matching with the name of
tiny4412_ Led
.id = -1,
.resource = led_res,
.num_resources = ARRAY_SIZE(led_res),
.dev.release = leds_release, // Write an empty function to
eliminate the warning when unloading the module
};
static int __init tiny4412_device_init(void)
{
int ret;
ret = platform_device_register(&led_device);
if(ret < 0){
printk("platform_device_register error\n");
return ret;
}
return 0;
}
static void __exit tiny4412_device_exit(void)
{
platform_device_unregister(&led_device);
}
module_init(tiny4412_device_init);
module_exit(tiny4412_device_exit);
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL");
The codes are parsed as follows:
module_init and module_exit macro determines the

functions to execute when the user enters the command
insmod/ rmmod, respectively.
platform_device_register/platform_device_unregister function
is used to register/delete a device to/from the platform bus. You
can see that when user use insmod to install the driver, it registers
led_ device to the platform bus; when user use rmmod to unload
the driver, it will remove the led_device from platform bus.
The matching name is "tiny4412_Led", the platform bus
will match according to this name.
4.2. Driver Section
Source codes are displayed as follows:
struct platform_driver led_driver = {
.probe = led_probe,
.remove = led_remove,
.driver = {
.owner = THIS_MODULE,
.name = "tiny4412_led",
},
};
static int __init tiny4412_driver_init(void)
{
int ret;
ret = platform_driver_register(&led_driver);
if(ret < 0){
printk("platform_driver_register error\n");
return ret;
}
return 0;
}
static void __exit tiny4412_driver_exit(void)
{
platform_driver_unregister(&led_driver);
}
module_init(tiny4412_driver_init);
module_exit(tiny4412_driver_exit);
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL");
The codes are parsed as follows:
When user uses insmod/rmmod, tiny4412_driver_init/
tiny4412_ driver_ Exit function is executed respectively.
Tiny4412_driver_init/tiny4412_driver_exit register/delete
the platform driver to/from the platform bus respectively.
In led_driver, the member driver.name is the basis for
matching. You can see that it is the same as the name as
device. Therefore, when both device and driver modules are
registered into the kernel, the probe function in driver,
namely led_probe function, will be executed. In the probe
function, the initialization of related hardware is completed.

5. Conclusions
This paper introduces the driving principle and
architecture of Linux platform model, and describes the
device, driver and device registration and unloading of the
platform bus model through examples. The platform driver
architecture has the characteristics of reusing framework
code, strong independence of device resources and drivers,
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simple code, unified kernel interface, easy maintenance and
expansion. In the development of specific drivers, we only
need to focus on keeping the underlying device operation
function set corresponding one by one with the kernel
interface provided by the driver structure, and ensuring
device.name and driver.name consistent, and making the
platform device registered in the kernel space before the
platform driver, which can make the driver run well and
stably, greatly reduce the work intensity and shorten the
development time of new products. Compared with the
traditional device driver mechanism, the Linux platform
driver mechanism registers the resources of the device into
the kernel which is managed by the kernel, and driver uses
these resources by applying standard interface provided by
platform_device, which improves the independence of driver
and resource management, and has better portability and
security. The developing test shows that the driver based on
this architecture has good portability, maintainability and
scalability.
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